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Good afternoon, thank you to Chair Krishnan for convening today’s hearing and to the Council
Members here today. My name is Juan Restrepo, Senior Organizer at Transportation Alternatives
(TA). We are here today in support of Intro 680, a bill that would require DOT, DEP and Parks to
identify locations to establish micro parks, bioswales, or other green spaces on vacant
city-owned land along highway ramps and dead end streets. TA is proud to support this
legislation to expand access to tree coverage and bioswales, particularly in areas that have been
marred by environmentally devastating and car-centric infrastructure nearby highways.

As an organization committed to fighting for a more livable, accessible, and transit oriented city,
we know how important green space and environmental health is to our communities. In
October, TA launched a new website SpatialEquity.NYC in partnership with MIT, connecting
open public data around transportation access and safe streets with intersecting indicators of
environmental and public health.

Our Spatial Equity Report Card found that NYC Council districts with fewer trees are hotter,
more polluted, more flood-prone, and have higher rates of heat-related mortality.

Parks and trees remove pollution from the air, lower the air temperature, increase ground
permeability, mitigate flooding, and help keep stormwater runoff and street pollution out of
waterways – yet in New York City, neighborhoods with the least tree canopy coverage are more
likely to be in lower-income communities of color. In Council districts where the majority of
residents are Black, tree canopy cover is 15 percent lower than the citywide average; access to
parks is 11 percent lower; and adult asthma rates are 11 percent higher. We are failing New
Yorkers by not investing equitably in parks and greenspace.

Public space can be used to uplift our neighborhoods — such as through parkland to boost
mental and physical health, public benches to provide mobility ease for older residents, and trees
to shade and clean the air. Research has shown that the most important factor for improving
mental and physical health benefits is proximity to green spaces, not the size of parks. According
to research, such benefits drop off drastically beyond 600 feet. If implemented equitably, this bill
has the potential to significantly increase the percentage of New Yorkers gaining such benefits.
But public space can also be used in ways that are devastating — such as a highway that divides

https://legistar.council.nyc.gov/LegislationDetail.aspx?ID=5839359&GUID=C1133036-097D-405E-9B56-93AD9E94438A&Options=&Search=
https://www.transalt.org/spatial-equity-2022-report-card#findings
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/08/20/nyregion/climate-inequality-nyc.html
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/24215538/
https://forestforall.nyc/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/NYC-Urban-Forest-Agenda-.pdf
https://www.fs.usda.gov/treesearch/pubs/63422#:~:text=Two%20heat%20metrics%20were%20applied,in%20the%20most%20populated%20cities.
https://www.milliontreesnyc.org/html/about/forest.shtml#UFORE
http://joa.isa-arbor.com/request.asp?ArticleID=3278&JournalID=1&Type=2
https://www.epa.gov/sites/default/files/2015-11/documents/stormwater2streettrees.pdf
https://www.epa.gov/sites/default/files/2015-11/documents/stormwater2streettrees.pdf
https://hgic.clemson.edu/factsheet/trees-for-stormwater-management/
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/23411104_Can_Urban_Tree_Roots_Improve_Infiltration_Through_Compacted_Subsoils_for_Stormwater_Management
https://forestforall.nyc/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/NYC-Urban-Forest-Agenda-.pdf


communities, and exacerbates flooding, excess heat, and air pollutants, and burdens residents
with lifelong illness and the threat of traffic violence.

Intro 680 offers an immediate solution to turn public space into a resiliency tool by improving
the permeability of city streets.

When storms like Hurricane Ida dump inches of rain on asphalt, drains back up and there’s
nowhere for the water to be absorbed. At present, 72% of New York City’s land area is
impervious to water, making flash flooding more common and dangerous and overwhelming
apartments, subway grates, and station entrances. But, when rain hits greenspaces such as parks,
gardens, and bioswales, the water can be managed without catastrophic flooding.

This is a transportation issue. Last year we saw heavy rains shut down our subway stations, flood
buses stuck in the street, and put delivery workers’ lives at risk. We need better flood mitigation
to have a working public transit and infrastructure system.

Extreme weather is not going away. Already this year, we’ve seen subways flood from less rain
than Ida brought. New York City must adapt our streets to protect our neighbors, our transit
system, and our neighborhoods from the dangers flash flooding creates.

And not only is this bill good policy, it’s good politics too. In a recent Siena College poll of New
York City voters, an overwhelming majority were willing to trade parking for more trees and
greenery. When asked if they would support such an initiative, 83% of all voters supported it.
This included an overwhelming majority in every borough. Support was especially high among
Latino voters (87%) and even voters who own a car supported the proposal (80%).

As such, we recommend this bill also include the assessment of parking spots on city owned land
for bioswales and new tree plantings. New York City has 6,300 miles of streets and three million
free parking spaces. By converting just a portion of that to greener and more resilient uses, we
can save lives and billions of dollars, as outlined in Transportation Alternatives’ NYC 25x25
challenge, a call for our leaders to repurpose 25% of our streetspace to better uses by 2025.

By transforming impervious driving lanes into green climate solutions we can provide New
Yorkers with more parks and ample tree canopies that reduce excess heat, clean the air, and
expand flood-resilient land and build plazas that make whole neighborhoods more accessible for
people walking and riding the bus.

https://www.curbed.com/2022/07/new-york-city-subway-floods-again.html
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5cab9d9b65a707a9b36f4b6c/t/6217ece071d2300a0fdd5fc6/1645735137285/Dec+2020+Siena+Poll+Results+-+Sheet+1.pdf
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5cab9d9b65a707a9b36f4b6c/t/6217ece071d2300a0fdd5fc6/1645735137285/Dec+2020+Siena+Poll+Results+-+Sheet+1.pdf
https://nyc25x25.org
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I’m Heather Lubov, Executive Director of City Parks Foundation, a nonprofit that offers free sports, arts,
environmental education and community building programs in more than 300 parks each year to encourage New
Yorkers to use and enjoy their neighborhood green spaces.

As the co-manager of the public-private Partnerships for Parks, our staff provides tools and training to help
communities advocate for their local interests during the design and renovation processes. Based on our experience
with either our own City-funded capital projects, or through our support of neighborhood residents, we have always
found the NYC Parks capital staff with whom we work to be incredibly dedicated, doing everything they can to help
keep capital projects moving. However, the agency is woefully underfunded and understaffed, even now as it embarks
upon many new renovations funded through the Community Parks Initiative. We implore the Mayor to start addressing
these issues by dedicating at least 1% of the city’s budget to NYC Parks. Decades of deferred maintenance, along with
a continued lack of full funding to support new projects and/or to address regular maintenance on newly renovated
spaces, has and will continue to lead to significant infrastructure challenges and failures throughout our parks system.

While Bill T2022-2417 requires NYC Parks to develop a blueprint to reduce capital delays by 25%, the city’s overall
capital, procurement, and construction processes remain deeply flawed and fixes are beyond a single agency’s control.
As the Parks Department continues to make improvements to its capital process, I would ask Mayor Adams and the
City Council to hold all involved agencies accountable for improvements to the process and for completing capital
projects more quickly and efficiently.

We also support Intro 680, which would require the assessment of dead-end streets to gauge the feasibility of
converting those spaces into microparks.  As a programmer in hundreds of our city’s public spaces, we know how
important those democratic spaces are to each community and strongly believe that our dense city needs more open
spaces but that vacant space is very hard to find.  We encourage the creative use of dead-end streets and the
development of other strategies to open up unused or under-utilized spaces for public access.

Finally, we support Intro 174 that would add more detailed information onto the capital tracker. We and our hundreds
of stewardship partners rely on that tracker to plan public programs and free events in neighborhood parks. It is
critically important to understand when there are delays and scope changes. We have had numerous experiences
when we or our partners have had to move or postpone events due to capital work that was unexpected or delayed.

Thank you for the opportunity to submit testimony today and for your continued support for full funding for parks. We
greatly appreciate your efforts to build legislative and budgetary momentum for our city’s open spaces.

www.CityParksFoundation.org



Capital project: Fort Greene Park Entrances, Paths, Plaza and Drainage 

Infrastructure Reconstruction 

I am speaking from a person who was born and raised in these projects, and I see 

men and women of powerful positions, come into a community. 

For people who live on the Myrtle Ave side, it seems like you all would like to 

change the entire park to fit more people. Every exit has a significance. Anyone 

who wants to see the monument can see at any location at these entrances. 

You will be taking away from the Myrtle Avenue side with these possible concept 

of design and forgetting about people who live on the Myrtle Avenue side. 

There is nothing wrong with helping that side, but to take away the character, you 

are now taking the character away from alI. 

The trees, the wall, and the mounds are important to us. Please keep them in the 

redesign.  

 

Thank you.  

 

Georgette Poe 

Resident 

Whitman Houses, Brooklyn, NY 11205 

 







Capital Project: Fort Greene Park Entrances, Paths, Plaza and Drainage 
Infrastructure Reconstruction 
 
In 2016, local news outlets announced that former Parks Commissioner Mitchell Silver 
launched a Parks Without Borders program to “turn hardscapes into greenscapes” in 
Fort Greene Park. 
 

One year later, Mr. Silver revealed a design proposal at the Ingersoll Community 
Center. It was a cement plaza that would remove 58 mature trees and pave over 13,000 
sq ft of greenery at the NW corner across the street from NYCHA Housing. 
 

The agency told us that the 58 trees are all dying, a statement they gave in all their 
community outreach, as well as the votes at Brooklyn CB2 and LPC. However, an 
official tree inventory released by FOIL indicates that most of the trees are healthy but 
will be removed for the plaza design. The restitution of the tree removal would cost over 
$858,723. 520 replacement saplings are needed to make up for the loss of healthy 
trees. 
 

The Parks Dept also redacted one-third of an important study on Fort Greene Park in its 
response to our FOIL request. We had no choice but to sue the agency for 
transparency. Attorney Michael Gruen worked pro bono to win the lawsuit and an 
appeal to gain access to the unredacted report. The recommendations in the study are 
consistent with our counterproposal. Both wish to maintain tree canopy and greenery in 
any redesign.  
 

The City didn't follow the architect's recommendations in their renovation plans for Fort 
Greene Park and then tried to hide those recommendations from the public.  
 

The Sierra Club and attorney Richard Lippes helped us win a second lawsuit on the 
Environmental Review requirement.  
 

After five years of the community effort to preserve trees, we are dismayed to learn that 
the Parks Dept is still working to carry out the same plan. We urge the committee to 
demand the Parks Dept change its redesign based on their own studies and the 
community counterproposal.  
 
Thank you.  
 

 

Ling Hsu 

President 

Friends of Fort Greene Park 

https://bklyner.com/5m-awarded-fort-greene-park-improvements-fortgreene/
https://patch.com/new-york/fortgreene/city-forced-release-162-pages-fort-greene-park-project
https://patch.com/new-york/fortgreene/city-forced-release-162-pages-fort-greene-park-project
https://brooklyneagle.com/articles/2020/01/13/fort-greene-sierra-club-lawsuit/
https://brooklyneagle.com/articles/2020/01/13/fort-greene-sierra-club-lawsuit/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1B5U1e5iPvEWoQ_j5IVuV3ofNEYmhS1Ar/view
https://sites.google.com/view/fortgreeneparkrenovation/home


Testimony 12-6-2022 of Valerie Francis, Brooklyn, NY 

City Council ,NYC Parks  Capitol projects meeting Virtual statement made at 1p meeting 

I am Valerie Francis, a part of the Friends of Fort Greene Park and I am from a family  which has lived opposite FG Park 

for 3 generations.  I have been part of the process of previous redesigns of this park including renovations that took 

place under City Council person, Mary Pinkett. I took part in the revisions of the park that included phases that restored 

the lighting of the monument and making the playground on the Myrtle Av side safer for my child who had asthma. 

I was educated in forestry in college and work as a certified arborist with the Parks department where I have worked for 

30 years. I therefore understand  the value of the canopy as the head of the Councils Parks committee noted he values. 

Fort Greene Park is in downtown Brooklyn, a block from emissions that originate from the BQE and close to entryways of 

the Brooklyn and Manhattan Bridges. Removing more than minimal number of tree from the Park and creating an open 

plaza would be detrimental to the local community. The benefits of trees improving the air quality from  vehicle traffic 

and  barbequing will be lost. Park trees also manage noise from event that take place quite late in the evening, that has 

become more frequent now that NYU campus has expanded to downtown Brooklyn. This was not built to be part of the 

the transient population of NYU with an open plaza.  

Removing as many as 54 trees from this area of the Park is not beneficial  to public health. Park visitor will loose the 

shade, tranquilly of wildlife that occupy them and there will be a great loss of trees due to a number of factors. 

Construction digging alone destroys the roots of many trees so that additional trees than those selected will decline and 

die within 5 years. There is an ash tree disease that will kill a number of trees along the Myrtle  Av side of  the park. A  

stand of large oak trees have already been removed at this Myrtle Av corner by NYCHA to build a new  building. This 

work was not considered when the removal of park trees was planned. Additional, there was no transparency by the 

agency about the reason for the removal of trees that are healthy and the recommendations of their professionals. 

The agency needs to limit the design under the   current economic conditions to making the park handicapped accessible 

by revising the existing stairway on Myrtle Av, improve the conditions  of the walkway and add more options for 

restrooms. The agency may also need some sort of review board that will not be impacted by each new administration 

that is put in place. Planting new trees after the established trees in  not productive since it take a long time for city 

trees to reach maturity. Many of the trees planted by the agency fail to survive, as 9 out of 10 die after there 2 year 

guarantee has past. Large parks are one of the few areas that can be sanctuaries for trees in our city having a good 

chance of surviving. 

 I hope that there will be some improvement in the plans for the park under the new Parks commissioner. Thank you. 

  

 













New York City Environmental Justice Alliance Testimony to NYC City Council Committee

on Parks and Recreation (in support of Intro 680-2022)

December 6, 2022

Founded in 1991, the New York City Environmental Justice Alliance (NYC-EJA) is a non-profit,

501(c)3 citywide membership network linking grassroots organizations from low-income

communities of color in their struggle for environmental justice. NYC-EJA empowers its member

organizations to advocate for improved environmental conditions and against inequitable

environmental burdens by the coordination of campaigns to inform City and State policies.

Through our efforts, member organizations coalesce around specific common issues that

threaten the ability for low-income communities of color to thrive.

NYC-EJA is a major proponent of creative and multifaceted green infrastructure solutions for

mitigating both flooding and heat risks in our most environmentally burdened communities. Each

summer, an estimated 370 New Yorkers die prematurely because of hot weather in New York

City. Black New Yorkers are more likely to die from heat stress, with death rates two times

higher than among White New Yorkers. Black and brown communities in New York have access

to 33 percent less park space than residents in largely white neighborhoods. The

disproportionate heat burden and risks that environmental justice communities experience due

to the lack of trees and green space, increased pavement, and air pollution underscores the

significance of and impact of green infrastructure in these neighborhoods, as well as its many

benefits for communities. While we support Intro 680 broadly and the need for increased green

infrastructure citywide, we are concerned that without appropriate amendments, it would not be

an effective piece of legislation. We have outlined these recommendations below:

1. Include the NYC Department of Citywide Administrative Services (DCAS)

Since vacant lots are mentioned in the legislation, we would recommend adding DCAS

to the group of City agencies involved in surveying since they are in charge of City

owned spaces/vacant lots. Since there is other proposed legislation (Intro 315) that

would require DCAS to conduct other studies regarding the use of City owned spaces

and vacant public lots, we recommend that DCAS streamline these requests to the

extent possible by assessing the feasibility of such sites for any type of climate-smart

measures (e.g., renewable energy, green infrastructure, etc.).

2. Do not limit the bill execution date

The current language in the bill requires the listed City agencies to create a plan for each

parcel and cost for such a plan "provided that such plan provides planting of trees or

other vegetation... no later than July 1, 2027." This indicates that the plan/cost estimate



will not be executed if the recommended green infrastructure cannot be implemented by

July 1, 2027. We recommend that the language be adjusted so that eligible parcels are

not disqualified or assessed because of an arbitrary deadline.

3. Additional green infrastructure requires additional maintenance and support staff

The bill, as currently written, does not take into account the supplemental staffing that

will be required to add pockets of green infrastructure and maintain them. In any plan

that outlines additions to the city’s urban forest and green space, accounting for the

need for maintenance and who is responsible for maintenance to support those

additions is crucial to the success and longevity of the completed project. This could

mean the need for additional support to encourage nature-based jobs and an increase in

the responsible agency’s budget to increase the number of jobs that are not just

seasonal but an increase in the baseline number.

4. The plans should be tied to one clear implementation pathway and funding

strategy

This legislation produces a plan and cost estimate for every eligible space as described

in the legislation without one overall plan that solidifies the implementation and costs of

all these discrete plans and cost estimates. Involved agencies should come up with an

overall strategy/plan to pull all these separate plans and costs onto an implementation

pathway with funding shepherded by said agencies with a lead identified. This will also

help to maintain clear goals, budgets, and areas for improvement while creating a

cohesive and coordinated approach that will be easier to measure benchmarks and

success.

We believe in and support the intent behind Intro 680, but think the bill would lead to

implementation challenges and complications as written. There is a tremendous need for

increased green infrastructure across New York City as we continue to grapple with the adverse

effects of climate change. We urge the City Council to clarify the specific roles and

responsibilities of the coordinating agencies, the funding source, and implementation pathway

for the ease and success of green infrastructure implementation citywide.



Testimony of Alia Soomro, Deputy Director for New York City Policy
New York League of Conservation Voters

City Council Committee on Parks and Recreation
Oversight Hearing - Improving the Efficiency of Parks Capital Projects

December 6, 2022

Good afternoon, my name is Alia Soomro and I am the Deputy Director for New York City Policy
at the New York League of Conservation Voters (NYLCV). NYLCV is a statewide environmental
advocacy organization representing over 30,000 members in New York City. Thank you Chair
Krishnan and members of the Committee on Parks and Recreation for the opportunity to testify.

NYLCV supports the Parks Committee bills being considered today. Preconsidered bill
T2022-2417 would require the NYC Department of Parks and Recreation (DPR) to develop a
strategic blueprint to reduce its capital project durations by at least 25 percent–an average of
two years. Introduction 174 requires DPR to expand its web based capital projects tracker to
include more detailed information regarding its capital projects. Introduction 680 calls on the
NYC Department of Transportation (DOT), in conjunction with the NYC Department of
Environmental Protection (DEP) and DPR, to explore the feasibility of micro parks and green
spaces on vacant city-owned land near dead ends, highway entrance and exit ramps. This
includes the planting of trees, bioswales, or other types of vegetation. These bills would
prioritize transparency, improve park capital projects, center equity by mitigating the impacts of
transportation pollution, and increase tree coverage throughout the City.

Our advocacy through the Play Fair Campaign, which calls on the City to invest 1% of the NYC
budget to parks, has exemplified the importance of parks and open space to the health,
resiliency, and sustainability of our City. As the Play Fair coalition continues to advocate for
increased investments in parks, T2022-2417 and Intro 174 would contribute to the City’s efforts
to improve the parks capital process. Along with the Adams Administration’s convening of a
Capital Process Reform Task Force, requiring a strategic blueprint and expanding DPR’s web
based capital projects tracker to include information such as reasons for delays and projected
and actual cost overruns will give the City a better sense of what improvements must be made
in order to effectively invest in our parks.

Additionally, urban forests contribute to the City’s environmental health and mitigate the effects
of climate change. Trees filter out harsh pollutants from the air, cool down temperatures in the
summer, and provide habitats for wildlife. In NYC alone, trees are estimated to filter out 1,300
tons of pollutants, save approximately $93.2 million in health costs, capture 2 billion gallons of
stormwater runoff, and store 1.2  million tons of carbon annually. As members of the Forest for
All NYC Coalition, NYLCV believes that Intro 680 can help achieve the Coalition’s goal of

https://legistar.council.nyc.gov/LegislationDetail.aspx?ID=5950490&GUID=A715E6F8-DA4B-4BE5-ABEC-9CE47BA25B2C&Options=&Search=
https://legistar.council.nyc.gov/LegislationDetail.aspx?ID=5555477&GUID=F951EBE4-5FFE-4C7F-B628-3CCD98736E9F&Options=ID%7CText%7C&Search=174
https://legistar.council.nyc.gov/LegislationDetail.aspx?ID=5839359&GUID=C1133036-097D-405E-9B56-93AD9E94438A&Options=&Search=
https://www.lifegate.com/people/lifestyle/city-trees-smog-pollution
https://www.epa.gov/heat-islands/using-trees-and-vegetation-reduce-heat-islands
https://ufi.ca.uky.edu/wildlife-habitat-tree
http://www.naturalareasnyc.org/what-we-do#forests


expanding the urban forest and combating climate change by encouraging the City to study the
use of micro parks and green spaces on underutilized City-owned land.

Every year we see the worsening effects of climate change; however, due to historic
disinvestment in low income and communities of color, not all communities experience climate
change equally. Just as environmental justice communities suffer from higher rates of air
pollution and adverse health problems, they also lack access to green spaces. Poorer
neighborhoods and neighborhoods populated by people of color have access to 21% and 33%
less park space respectively. Parks serving primarily nonwhite populations are also half the size
of parks that serve majority white populations and are five times more crowded. This exemplifies
the disparities environmental justice communities face daily.

COVID-19 has only exacerbated these disparities. New Yorkers without access to adequate
green space over the past few years haven’t had the safe outdoor recreational spaces or
cooling effects of parks that made the pandemic bearable for so many of us. Right now we need
our parks more than ever. By supporting T2022-2417 and Intros 174 and 680, the City can
continue to improve the parks capital process and expand access to green spaces.

Thank you for the opportunity to speak.

https://www.nytimes.com/2021/05/27/nyregion/parks-access-nyc.html#:~:text=The%20disparities%20in%20park%20space,for%20Public%20Land%20analysis%20found.
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/05/27/nyregion/parks-access-nyc.html#:~:text=The%20disparities%20in%20park%20space,for%20Public%20Land%20analysis%20found.
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/05/27/nyregion/parks-access-nyc.html#:~:text=The%20disparities%20in%20park%20space,for%20Public%20Land%20analysis%20found.
https://www.weact.org/2020/08/public-green-spaces-racism-heat-and-barriers-to-access/
https://www.weact.org/2020/08/public-green-spaces-racism-heat-and-barriers-to-access/


 
 
To: Committee Chair Shekar Krishnan and NYC Council Committee on Parks and Recreation    
 
Re: Oversight - Improving the Efficiency of Parks Capital Projects    12/3/2022
  
Good afternoon. My name is K Webster, I am the current President of the Sara Roosevelt Park 
Community Coalition. 

We have been a coalition for this NYC park starting when it was abandoned by the city in the late 1970s. 

The need for reform is obvious to all. We have now waited seven years for a fully funded automatic door 
installation (and window repairs) for the well-used senior center located in heart of Sara Roosevelt Park.  

Our seniors, who are predominately low-income Chinese-Americans, many disabled, rely on this center 
as a needed source of nutritious food and an equally needed source of human contact and caring. The 
diverse staff here provides - far beyond their job descriptions or pay.  

Our park has endured well-publicized, random attacks on women, elders, the Asian community, and the 
homeless community. We are known for drug dealing of K2 which destroys the mind and causes erratic, 
often violent, behavior in those who become addicted to it. 

For the doorway to the center not to permit fast entry, without assistance, is a disaster waiting to 
happen. Many days we now have PEP officers, but given short staffing, they are frequently and 
unpredictably called away for other duties. 

We support and thank the Council Member and Chair of this Committee, Shekar Krishnan, who along 
with New Yorkers for Parks crafted bill T2022-2417 requiring the Parks Department to create a strategic 
blueprint to reduce the average duration of capital projects by at least 25%. 

In addition, Intro 174 would assist NYC Parks staff, park stewards and the general public by having a 
website to track projects with more detailed information (such as: reasons for delays, dates projects were 
fully funded, the total number of projects in the portfolio, projected and actual cost overruns, individual 
sources of funding and the length of time to completion). This accessible and useful tool would enable 
the public to understand delays, creating trust and encouraging electeds to put money towards park 
projects - knowing their constituents will enjoy the projects during that electeds term!  

With capital expenditures reporting updated/available in real time with sufficient detail, efficiency 
increases between the agency and all its partners and enables evaluation/solutions for trouble quickly. 

We also support Intro 680, encouraging DOT, DEP and DPR to survey dead-end streets to see which might 
be suitable for greenery. 

The pandemic showed us the need to have our parks repaired and built quickly and inexpensively for all 
city residents to have access to these critical spaces. The budget constraints on our underfunded and 
inequitable Park system highlighted the need for parks project to cost less, using money saved towards 
badly needed operations and maintenance (in a parks system that has been underfunded and inequitably 
funded for 40 years). We, again, encourage the mayor to fulfill the promise to dedicate 1% of the budget 
to NYC Parks. 

Thank you. 

K Webster 
President 
Sara Roosevelt Park Community Coalition @SaraRPCC 
http://sdrpc.mkgarden.org/ 
https://www.facebook.com/StantonBldg    

http://sdrpc.mkgarden.org/
https://www.facebook.com/StantonBldg


NYC City Council Hearing – Parks and Recreation - Spoken testimony draft for Benjamin
Bashein

Good afternoon. My name is Benjamin Bashein, I am the Executive Director of The
Skatepark Project. For the past twenty years, The Skatepark Project has worked with
thousands of municipalities across all 50 states to develop low-cost, high impact action
sports recreation facilities. Founded by Tony Hawk, world champion skateboarder
and public skatepark activist, the organization’s mission centers on supporting underserved
communities through the capital improvement process. The resulting skate spaces are cost
effective community assets that attract and support a diverse user base for decades with
minimal maintenance.

Skatepark usage directly influences health outcomes of a community and advances health
equity. Research from the University of Southern California’s Beyond the Board Study
demonstrates that skateboarding improves mental health, encourages resilience and
facilitates a sense of community. In addition, skaters of color reported feeling a greater
degree of safety from judgment within the skateboarding community than in nonskate
contexts. Data from Cal State University San Marcos show that skatepark users get their CDC
recommended daily cardiovascular activity, as well.

Not only do action sports provide inspiration for youth and adults to be habitually active,
but they have a low barrier to entry. Not everyone can afford league fees, expensive
equipment or sporting schedules. Action sports like skateboarding, BMX riding, scootering,
wheel-chair motocross, inline and quad skating provide an inexpensive, independent but
largely communal sporting experience. Skateboarding is the third least expensive sport and
the third most commonly reported interest for high school students.

Without a legal skate space nearby, members of the action sports community actively seek
out micro “skate spots” around town, utilizing them regardless of legality. The value of
habitual exercise, courage building and community engagement normally found in skating is
often plagued by negativity and law enforcement interactions due to lack of legal access.

With our breadth of experience, we find ourselves championing a new, broader definition of
an effective skatepark. The NY Parks Department has done a great job of accepting and
implementing skateparks. It’s ahead of the curve, but behind in service level. In a region
where space is at its highest premium, converting underutilized and micro-sites into green
space is one part of an excellent solution. Activating these areas with legal space for
wholesome communal athletic activity allows for the greatest potential of these micro-parks
and the safety of their users.

Skateparks as small as 500 square feet can be an incredible asset to the local community.
The Skatepark Project has identified and supported many examples of ultra-low cost, high
impact micro-site and reutilization projects, such as Waller Street Park in San Francisco and
Trinity Park in Providence, Rhode Island. We are working with Brooklyn Bridge Manhattan
on the revitalization of the world-famous Brooklyn Banks skate spot as we speak. All of
these public-private partnerships apply best practices in capital planning while taking a
creative approach to space utilization.



The old common concerns about danger, liability and social acceptance of skating are in the
past. With skateboarding and BMX in the Tokyo Olympics, The Skatepark Project saw a 700%
increase in support requests from municipalities and advocates across the country, and a
34% increase in skateboarding’s userbase. These activities are now known commodities with
tangible benefits. The question is: What can be done with this opportunity?

The Skatepark Project stands ready to partner with the NY Parks Department to apply this
lens, our experience and funding support toward a citywide approach to accessible, healthy
recreation options for New York’s action sports community. Thank you for the opportunity
to testify.



Hello,

My name is Luke Szabados. I am a constituent in Bronx Community District 12.  If you
aren't familiar Bronx CD12 is ranked 56th out of the City's 59 Community Districts 
when it comes to access to parks.  As such, the creation of additional park land is 
something that is a high priority in this community.  When it comes to the creation 
of micro-parks on vacant city-owned land, Council should consider expanding the 
scope of Intro 0680-2022's proposed survey to include undeveloped street land owned 
by the city (department of transportation) abutting trains and waterfront.
Because highways are not the only element of out transportation network that create 
unique intersections to our street network, it's advantageous for this potential 
legislation to be amended to look at these areas beyond highway-impacted land to 
take full advantage of our city's micro-park potential.
For example, in Bronx CD12, the 5 train intersects and bisects Burke Avenue and 
inadvertently has created a two block extension of undeveloped street land adjacent 
to Haffen Park. This land is not paved. It is bursting with trees and migratory 
birds. It is mapped as an NYC street. However it is fenced off and used as storage 
for derelict vehicles and a homeless encampment. In order to transform this area 
into a public park, which is one of my goals in my conversations with the local 
Community Board and Council Member, the community must engage a ULURP process to 
demap the street.  This is a time consuming process. We need an easier quicker, more
affordable way for the city to convert these spaces, which already have abundant 
tree-life into park land before adjacent property owners buy it up.
Another example is where street land abuts the waterfront. In multiple locations 
across the city, there are mapped streets which dead-end into the water.  Over time,
nature overtakes these areas and they become informal parks. Without attention or 
official designation by the city however, these waterfront streets easily become 
enclosed by the fences apparently erected by adjacent property owners. Examples can 
be found along Bay Shore Avenue and Overlook Avenue in the East Bronx. Both of these
roads terminate into the water and appear to remain city-owned street land, but 
appear to have been enclosed by the adjacent property owners for private enjoyment.
The city must incorporate these "paper streets" along transit and the waterfront 
into their surveys. For areas like mine which count as some of the least equitable 
in terms of park access, and for the East Bronx which has no public kayak access to 
the Eastchester Bay waterfront, we need better access to our natural areas.  An 
expanded Intro 0680-2022 can be a great first step to implement that.
Thank you,
Luke Szabados














